
Sohn Lal s/o Vaso Mall 

          March 21, 2015.  The  “List of persons killed in the Jhallianwala Bagh on 13th April 1919” given on 
the next nine pages was apparently compiled in November 1919 by the D.C. of Amritsar.  It gives names, 
and some more information, about 376 of the dead. Unlike the victims of many other massacres that 
the Punjab has seen since then, there is a national memorial dedicated to preserving the memories of 
these victims, but incredibly, it has still to find the wherewithal to get these names engraved in stone, or 
for that matter, simply hand-painted on a sign-board.  In fact even an authentic photocopy is hard to 
obtain.  Yes, probably the toll was, as usual, more than this official figure, but amazingly, in all these long 
years since the tragic partition of 1947, no more accurate list has been prepared by our officials : per a 
news item in the Times of India of January 7, 2013 this list was as of that date “the only list available in 
the government’s freedom fighters’ wing.” 

          The listed victims are from all castes, high and low, with more than 50 being Muslim, and it seems 
that about 100 are Sikhs.  Ironically it was the rancour stirred up by the ‘freedom struggle’ inspired by 
this collective sacrifice that soon eroded this communal harmony.  To use the words of a columnist from 
the Indian Express of March 10, 2013 : “There was, and even now is, much posturing about the freedom 
struggle but, once the Montagu-Chelmsford reforms had granted partially elected legislatures at the 
Centre and in the States, the granting of a Dominion Status (like what Australia and Canada have today) 
was inevitable ... The struggle between 1919 and 1947 was a protracted bargaining game by Indian 
nationalists to win a better deal.”  True, but I don’t think we got a better deal from all this bargaining 
that was done by all these barristers – for example, the two ‘fathers’ of the two countries that emerged 
from the bloodshed in 1947, another who founded a political dynasty which is out of power now, and a 
fourth who is being immortalized by a colossal statue that shall dwarf Liberty. 

          Also, I don’t know why one of these leaders remains an apostle of non-violence, despite the fact 
that the freedom that he led India to was the most violent in the 20th century.  A million  people were 
murdered in the Punjab as a whimsical partition line was drawn hastily through its very heart.  This 
holocaust too -- like the one in Europe a few years before -- was by no means an Act of God, but in this 
case, thousands of criminals on both sides got away with murder, and often profited from it, and no 
ruler, or wannabe ruler, was ever put in the dock by any international tribunal.      

          The realization that an ordinary or a different person is just as important is crucial  to making this 
globe a safer place.  Much of the strife that we see all around us stems from the idea of greatness and 
the concomitant and endless disputations about who or what is greater.  Maybe mulling over the names 
in such death lists, and trying to imagine what that final day was like in these ordinary lives, we can at 
least temporarily overcome our obsession with the idea of a ‘great leader’ – the basis on which all 
nation states are built.  The ultimate sacrifice of 9-year old Sohn Lal s/o Vaso Mall who is at number 51 
on the following list – and it seems that his 45-year old father Vaso Mal s/o Sidhi Mal is himself at 
number 49 – is to my mind far greater than all our great leaders combined. 

          www.kssarkaria.org 
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